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July 4th 2021 Sermon Manuscript - Ruth 4

This morning we conclude our three-sermon series on the Book of Ruth by reading chapter
4, and seeing how this story turns out. At the end of last week’s sermon, I joked that we
couldn’t quite write a Disney movie yet about the star-crossed lovers of Ruth and Boaz that
we are introduced to in this book. The character of Ruth, a native of the foreign land of
Moab, and her Israelite mother-in-law Naomi have returned to Bethlehem after cessation of
a famine, only to find themselves in a situation whereby they are alone and without support,
Naomi’s husband and her biological sons all having died during their time of refuge in Moab.

Last Sunday, we explored the seeming ‘coincidences’ and the behind-the-scenes
coordination of Naomi in trying to bring Ruth and Boaz together, Boaz being a relative of
Naomi’s head husband Elimelech, in order to marry Ruth and save them both from their
perilous situation. We looked at the virtuous characters of Ruth and Boaz, who both acted in
godly ways in every situation they were put into, and through their virtue (in particular Boaz’s
responses to Ruth’s predicaments) we saw something of God’s character - indeed Jesus
Christ himself as the lord of the harvest welcoming foreigners to glean from his fields and eat
and drink at table with him. We saw how God is always at work, even quietly among the
inane day-to-day activities of life - how his actions are not always directly invoked, as if God
is a pet to be commanded by our beck-and-call, and how he often acts in his infinite grace
mercy through and despite our inclinations to think we know better and figure it out
ourselves. And we began to see how God might use the union of Ruth and Boaz to bring
about salvation - on a lower level of rescuing Naomi and Ruth from their peril, and more
widely to rescue his entire people of Israel from the unending spiral of the preceding book of
Judges of blessing and cursing into increasing immorality.

So for one last time today, through Ruth chapter 4 we’ll be looking at:

- What the laws of kinsman-redemption and Jubilee tell us about God’s Character
(WHO GOD IS)

- The way in which we (unique to this chapter in all of Ruth) see God directly acting
and intervening to further his purposes; God’s Agency (HOW GOD ACTS)

- What Boaz’s redemption of Ruth pictures to us of Jesus’ redemption of all of us
(God’s Mission - HOW GOD SAVES)

Now to understand this strange-looking ritual (from our perspective) that chapter 4 begins
with how Ruth and Naomi are ‘redeemed’, we do have to explore the Old Testament law of
kinsman-redemption in a little bit of detail. This is why I have provided a short excerpt from
Leviticus 25 for you in the bulletin insert today. Leviticus 25:25 tells us that:

‘If your brother becomes poor and sells part of his property, then his nearest redeemer shall
come and redeem what his brother has sold.’

And from Deuteronomy just to re-iterate the marriage situation, Deuteronomy 25:5 tells us
that:
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‘If brothers dwell together, and one of them dies and has no son, the wife of the dead man
shall not be married outside the family to a stranger. Her husband's brother shall go in to her
and take her as his wife and perform the duty of a husband's brother to her.’

Now I always try to hammer in when looking at verses of the Bible in this way to not isolate
them - context is important; what’s going on around these verses, where are they set, who is
writing or saying them, who are they written or spoken for? What is particularly important
about the law of land-redemption in Leviticus I’m quoting here is that it is located within a
declaration of the laws about Sabbath and Jubilee. The Sabbath concept revolves around
sevens and rest from labor - for the Ancient Israelites, they were tasked by God to till the
fields and produce crop for six years, but in the seventh year they were to stop and rest - a
rest both for themselves (to dedicate time to God and to living in hesed [that Hebrew word
for God’s loving-kindness we explored last week] with each other) and for the soil.

That concept of Sabbath rest for nature is something that I’ve only fairly recently come to a
greater understanding of - at home, we’ve been watching a new show called ‘Clarkson’s
Farm’ (it’s on Amazon Prime for anyone interested) where a close-to-retirement-aged
motoring journalist from the UK called Jeremy Clarkson decides to take over farming duties
on the land that he has owned for some time, but has previously hired workers to take care
of. During this humorous, fascinating, and a little crude at times, documentary, we and he
learn that, even with modern machinery, farming takes a LOT of work - and he has a LOT of
land (1,000 acres!). He learns that not only is timing (for planting and harvesting) crucial to a
good yield, but so are the weather conditions, and so is the concept of crop rotation - since
different crops take advantage of different nutrients in the soil, rotating the crops in your
fields year-to-year ensures maximum utilization of those nutrients, and ensures that no
individual field becomes exhausted. So the concept of Sabbath is designed not only to look
after us as individuals, but our relationships and all of creation. The Jews treated Saturdays
as their weekly day of Sabbath rest and dedication to God, and while we as Christians
technically-speaking now live in a perpetual Sabbath - every day is a rest in Christ’s finished
work of atonement - we do continue to make some important connections between the
Sabbath concept and each Sunday, where we gather to worship, to fellowship, and to rest
from labor. And it’s not only physically resting that gives rest and enrichment to physical soil -
our prayers together before the throne of God as we gather are a seed of grace sprinkled on
all of those for whom we pray.

Anyway that’s the Sabbath briefly. Our other connection today to Boaz’s attempted
kinsman-redemption of Ruth is that of the Jubilee - the Jubilee is the Sabbath of all
Sabbaths! Like having birthday parties every year, but your 21st birthday is a BIG DEAL!
Once the 49th year, the seventh Jubilee year (x7) of a cycle has passed, the 50th year is
declared as a Jubilee year - a year in which land and property is returned, and fair payments
are made and given depending on the number of years land has been owned for. The
Jubilee is a year of liberty (there is my small and tenuous link to today being the 4th of July!).

The logic behind these ideas of Sabbath and Jubilee is a simple one - God gave the
Israelites their land, and so it really isn’t theirs to buy and sell as they please. If there are
immediate temporal needs, then life happens, but that has to be reconciled and put back in
its God-given place. Furthermore, this Jubilee concept applies not only to land, but to people
- those who had been sold or had sold themselves into slavery in order to survive and make
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ends meet were released. The Old Testament law hints at the problems of profiteering like
this in a few places, perhaps most notably its prohibition on usury, or the charging of interest.
But again, just as I brought up the problems of straight-line application of blessing and
cursing to us, this does not automatically mean that we have to all run to the bank and
cancel our mortgages because they have interest on them. What’s the principle here, the
heart of these laws, the hesed for us to exemplify? Well perhaps it is not to only look out for
ourselves, and push and push and push to get the best bang for our buck possible, even if
that is to the detriment of another. These laws of Sabbath and Jubilee were in-place for
Israel to ultimately ensure that everyone was provided for, and had what they needed. Are
we looking out for those we know who are in need around us, or are we hoarding our excess
into bigger and bigger barns because we feel that we’ve worked hard enough and we’ve
earned it? Can you imagine the chaos that a concept of Jubilee would cause to American
society? Is that perhaps indicative of problems that the church, empowered by its selfless
Christ-like love, could speak to?

So one solution to Naomi and Ruth’s problem of having no possessions is that they could
wait for a Jubilee year, at which time any land Elimelech had sold (presumably before they
left at the time of famine) would be returned to the clan. You get the impression however
from reading the book of Ruth that this isn’t any time soon, so somebody needs to step in
and buy that land back for them - and it needs to be a nearest male relative who can also
marry into Naomi’s family per that excerpt from Deuteronomy 25 (called Levirate marriage -
not to be confused with Levites!). Since we’ve looked at the concepts of Sabbath and Jubilee
surrounding the land redemption laws, let’s look at this marriage law in a little more detail, in
particular what happens if the nearest relative in the situation decides not to marry his dead
relative’s wife and continue the family name. Verses 7 through 10, continuing to explain this
law, go on to say:

‘And if the man does not wish to take his brother's wife, then his brother's wife shall go up to
the gate to the elders and say, ‘My husband's brother refuses to perpetuate his brother's
name in Israel; he will not perform the duty of a husband's brother to me.’ Then the elders of
his city shall call him and speak to him, and if he persists, saying, ‘I do not wish to take her,’
then his brother's wife shall go up to him in the presence of the elders and pull his sandal off
his foot and spit in his face. And she shall answer and say, ‘So shall it be done to the man
who does not build up his brother's house.’ And the name of his house shall be called in
Israel, ‘The house of him who had his sandal pulled off.’

I’ll give you a moment to laugh at that ending - it’s okay!

Now this ritual is exactly what Boaz and the nearer-redeemer are undertaking at the
beginning of chapter 4. And what we’re beginning to see are even more ways that Boaz’s
redemption of Ruth pictures Jesus Christ’s redemption of us. For example, those verses
from Deuteronomy state that the wife is the one that should initiate ‘disciplinary proceedings’
after a refusal, and should be the one who does the sandal-removing and the shaming. And
as much laughter as ‘The house of him who had his sandal pulled off’ produces, it does
answer the question of why this nearer-redeemer is not named - he has lost his name!

But instead of seeing Naomi initiate and walk through these proceedings (which she most
definitely doesn’t: In verses 3 and 4 of this chapter, it is made clear that the
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kinsman-redeemer knows nothing of this potential marriage to Naomi. There is almost a
nonchalant confidence in Boaz in verse 4 - ‘just thought you ought to know about this [shrug
shoulders]’) - it is Boaz who conducts this business of redemption in her place - he
intercedes on her behalf. He redeems her. Naomi does nothing in this entire chapter except
for right at the end, when she takes Ruth’s child Obed on her knees in joyful thanksgiving
that she has been given a new family. Our salvation in Jesus Christ mirrors this - Jesus
continually intercedes for us to The Father, and Jesus enacted our salvation in his death on
the cross and his resurrection; he gives us a new and unending family into eternity of
common faith, and we receive with joy and thanksgiving.

But back in verse 4 that I mentioned, it’s looking like the nearer-redeemer is happy to buy
the land and take Naomi - I mean, it’s land! It is when he is told (again by Boaz’s
intercession) that he will have to take in, look after, and make Ruth the Moabitess a member
of his family that he backs away and says no deal. His reasoning has a remarkable irony to it
(v. 6):

‘I cannot redeem it for myself, lest I impair my own inheritance’

Mr. Nearer-Redeemer is looking out for Number One. He has a concern that he will be
ruined financially by taking on the burden of more hungry mouths to feed, and he is
concerned about the damage taking Ruth in could do to his family name, given the Law’s
strong prohibition against Moabites entering the assembly of the LORD that we talked about
in the opening sermon of this series. However, it is his rejection of Ruth the foreigner, of that
guiding principle of hesed when interpreting the Law, that actually leads the nearer-redeemer
to lose the things he is trying to safeguard. Boaz, on the other hand, is clearly a
highly-respected member of the society in Bethlehem - he sits at the gate of the elders,
commands the nearer-redeemer to sit with him (in the opening of the chapter), and he
begins the proceedings here; he is likely even an elder of the city himself - an elder of Israel
willing to intercede for and redeem not only Naomi, but Ruth the foreigner, to put his position
and status all on-the-line for a Moabitess. Here again we see parallels to Jesus in a section
of verses from the New Testament letter to the Philippians I have highlighted in your insert:

‘Have this mind among yourselves, which is yours in Christ Jesus, who, though he was in
the form of God, did not count equality with God a thing to be grasped, but emptied himself,
by taking the form of a servant,being born in the likeness of men. And being found in human
form, he humbled himself by becoming obedient to the point of death, even death on a
cross. Therefore God has highly exalted him and bestowed on him the name that is above
every name, so that at the name of Jesus every knee should bow, in heaven and on earth
and under the earth, and every tongue confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God
the Father.’

Our Lord Jesus Christ humbled himself - did not presume to rest in his ‘status’ as God the
Son, at the right hand of the Father - but came down into his creation, became one of us,
interceded for us and redeemed us from...the curse (!) of sin and death - from being cast-out
foreigners with no hope.

One of the big points throughout this story of Ruth is to not make the same mistake as the
Israelites did - to not become isolationist in knowing that ‘we are God’s chosen people’, and
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seeking therefore to ‘protect ourselves’ from all of those heathen foreigners out there. To
demonstrate this before I move to the happy Disney ending of Ruth, I have pulled out one
last excerpt for you in your bulletin sermon insert from the Book of Nehemiah:

‘On that day they read from the Book of Moses in the hearing of the people. And in it was
found written that no Ammonite or Moabite should ever enter the assembly of God, for they
did not meet the people of Israel with bread and water, but hired Balaam against them to
curse them—yet our God turned the curse into a blessing. As soon as the people heard the
law, they separated from Israel all those of foreign descent.’

We talked about this particular Law two Sundays ago, the reasons behind it, and why Moab
was in some way redeemed from this law by its harboring of Naomi’s family in their time of
famine. Throughout this series, I’ve talked repeatedly about the two different placements of
Ruth in our listing of Bible books; The Greek ordering has Ruth where it is in our modern
Bibles, historically placed between Judges and First Samuel as a continued narrative history.
Later Hebrew ordering places Ruth instead amidst the poetic books of writings - the Psalms,
Job, Song of Solomon etc, and this later replacement reflected the thought that Ruth could
have been read by later Jews coming out of captivity in Babylon as a book of hope for
restoration. And it is in the Book of Nehemiah that we are following this return from captivity
and a restoration capped by the rebuilding of the Temple. Many of the Jews raised in
Babylonian Captivity would have known little-to-nothing of the Law, and so returning to
Jerusalem they quote-unquote ‘rediscover’ the Law, and read it in order to put it back into
practice...to ‘Make Judah Great Again’ dareisay.

These excerpts in your bulletin record the Jews finding this Law that no Ammonite or
Moabite should ever enter the assembly of God. They do not react in the way that we and I
have tried to, looking at the context and the heart and the principle behind the Law. Nor do
they in fact only exclude Ammonites and Moabites. The Jews take this Law, and from a
place of fear exclude not only all foreigners, but all of foreign descent - leaving only PURE
Jews if you will - in order to attempt to rebuild and fortify their own national identity. They
completely miss the person of Ruth - the person of Ruth who brings forth their greatest ever
King. The person of Ruth through whom God saved them in times past from his curse.

Brothers and sisters, we live in a time now where Ruths are being missed - there are
contingents which seek to perpetuate a dividing fear that we must resist as Christians. The
way of fear-induced knee-jerk reaction, demonizing and stereotyping, is not the way of Jesus
Christ. We must see the individual human beings made in the image of God through whom
God may be and be seeking to work through to fulfill his purposes.

It seems fitting to read this poem hanging inside the Statue of Liberty on the 4th of July:

‘Give me your tired, your poor,  your huddled masses yearning to breathe free, the wretched
refuse of your teeming shore. Send these, the homeless, tempest-tossed to me, I lift my
lamp beside the golden door’

Now that’s certainly not the Bible, but it is Jubilee in action. Go and read the rest of the
poem, because it has even more to say than that about Jubilee in action. As Christians, we
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not only live in a perpetual Sabbath - resting in Christ’s finished work of atonement - but we
live in a perpetual Jubilee. When Jesus teaches in the synagogue in the Gospel of Luke, he
opens the Torah to the scroll of Isaiah and reads:

‘“The Spirit of the Lord is on me, because he has anointed me to preach good news to the
poor. He has sent me to proclaim freedom for the prisoners and recovery of sight for the
blind, to release the oppressed, to proclaim the year of the Lord’s favor.”’

Now that IS the Bible. And that IS Jubilee. Christianity is a faith of good news to the poor,
freedom for prisoners, sight to the blind, release of the oppressed, an eternity of God’s
favour. Do our churches, and do our lives, show that reality?

Certainly as we tie a bow on the story of Ruth in chapter 4, there is good news for poor
Naomi and Ruth. There is freedom from their hopeless situation. There is favor from God,
having been kinsman-redeemed into a line that will bring forth King David. And in chapter 4,
after the kinsman-redemption happens, God begins to directly intervene in proceedings
again! Verse 13 tells us that ‘the LORD gave her [Ruth] conception’ - typically in the Bible
when God intervenes directly to bring forth a child, that child is going to be special.

We see in verses 14 and 15 that Obed too is to be a redeemer - indeed back in verse 5
when Boaz explains to the nearer-redeemer that this marriage to Naomi will ‘perpetuate’ the
the family name, the Hebrew word there is more literally translate as to ‘raise up’ or to
‘resurrect’; Israel’s royal family line had died due amidst the cycle of blessing and cursing
that sin brought, but was resurrected again thanks to the work of...the redeemer. And the
meaning of the name ‘Obed’ in particular means, ‘one who serves’ - he truly will be the one
who nourishes Naomi in her old age.

Speaking of Naomi, her arc is completed here as well - from emptiness, bitterness, and a
foreign family estranged from her homeland, to a family redeemed and married into the royal
line-to-be, and a new grandson.

So that’s the Book of Ruth - who God is (the principle of hesed, his unchanging character) -
how God acts (amidst both the every day and in direct, powerful ways) - and how God saves
(how he rescues, redeems, and brings the foreigner Ruth into his people, and how the Son
of God Jesus Christ rescues, redeems, and brings us into his chosen people). Sadly it’s far
from plain-sailing for the nation of Israel even with and beyond King David, but God’s grace
is greater than their (and our) sin, and his plan of rescue still came to fruition in Jesus Christ
- his plan to bring all the foreigners of the world into his people, and into his kingdom of good
news, freedom, truth, peace, justice, righteousness, hope, joy, and the favor of the Lord into
eternity.

In the name of the Father and of the Son of the Holy Spirit Amen.


